Modeling and Wrench Feasible
Workspace Analysis of a Cable
Suspended Robot for Heavy
Loads Handling
J. Hamedi1 Modeling and Wrench feasible workspace analysis of a spatial
Associate Professor cable suspended robots is presented. A six-cable spatial cable
robot is used the same as Stewart robots. Due to slow motion of
the robot we suppose the motion as pseudostatic and
kinetostatic modeling is performed. Various workspaces are
H. Zohoor2 defined and the results of simulation are presented on the basis
Graduate student
of various workspaces and applied wrenches (forces/moments)
on the robot. The results show that enlarging the size of fixed
platform, increasing vertical payload, reducing applied lateral
forces and elimination of applied moments on moving platform,
cause expansion of workspaces volumes for the purpose of
heavy loads handling.
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1. Introduction
Cable suspended robots support a moving platform (MP) in space by several spatially
arranged cables with computer-controlled winches. The winches are mounted on base
platform (BP). Compared to conventional robots, it is possible to control not only the
translational motion of the payload but also its orientation in order to perform, for example,
loads handling. By this, cable suspended robots combine the ability of cranes to support heavy
payloads in a large workspace with the dexterity of robot manipulators. MP may be equipped
with various attachments, including hooks, cameras, electromagnets and robotic grippers. One
significant difference between cable suspended robots and classic Stewart robots is that cables
only apply tensile force in MP. However, the advantages of this type of actuation are
numerous and incontestable. Firstly, cables allow incomparable motion range that is much
larger than that of conventional actuators, such as hydraulic cylinders, and take up only a little
space when rolled around a spool. Secondly, as the cables are being used only in tension, they
are, for a similar task, much thinner and lighter than most conventional mechanical
components. Thus, they have negligible inertia and are particularly suitable for systems in
which great accelerations are applied. Furthermore, cables are less expensive than hydraulic
cylinders and, being much more flexible, they provide a kind of natural protection in the case
of interference. Consequently, cable robots are exceptionally well suited for many
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applications such as material handling, manipulation of heavy payloads, rescue robots and,
cleanup of disaster sites. On the other hand, cable robots do sacrifice some accuracy due to
cable sag and stretch. . Applications are, for example, precise handling and assembling large
and heavy components on construction. Cable suspended robots were studied first in U.S. in
1989[1].Cable robots static is different from Stewart platform statics due to cables individual
property but their kinetic is slightly similar to Stewart platform [2]. Many studies have been
conducted on statics and kinetics of Stewart platform and some on statics and kinematics of
cable system [3]. Georgia Institute of Technology [4] and Ohio University [5] have recently
focused one of their important studies on cable suspended robots. Many research have been
conducted on planar cable robots[6,7].Furthermore, some research have been conducted on
their application in manufacturing in large scale, heavy industries[8], spatial
industries[9],wind tunnel [10]and construction cranes[11]. The Robocrane is a cable driven,
multi-purpose manipulator based on the Stewart Platform Parallel link manipulator. It consists
of 6 cables spanned in the same manner as a Stewart platform type parallel mechanism [12].
In this robot, since gravity force plays a roll of a cable tension, six is enough for satisfying the
condition of cable tension. This mechanism is suitable for the accurate positioning of heavy
objects. The workspace of cable suspended robot is different from Stewart platform. Stewart
platform workspace depends on its geometry [13].Some research have been conducted on
dynamic workspace [14]. These robots are in different types that it is impossible to study and
survey all of them but what is focused in this research is studying type of them used for
handling loads, moving them through a specific path and unloading them. In these robots
which are used mainly in heavy industries, the load is tolerated by cables. This paper attempts
to tackle some aspects of workspace analysis of a 6DOF cable robot by addressing the
variations of the workspace volume and the accuracy of the robot using different parameters.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Second section has been dedicated to kinetostatic
modeling. Discussion about kinematic subjects is conducted, and kinematic modeling is
performed by selecting a suitable structure and kinematic equations of the system are detected.
Considering robot slow motion, we consider the motion as pseudostatic motion and static
equilibrium equations are derived. In the third section, analysis of cable robots is performed
by workspace definition and its analysis. Various workspaces of these robots are defined and
workspace volume is gained for various Stewart cable robots. Analysis of various workspaces
is performed by changing different parameters. Since the cable forces should always be
tensional, this condition is always considered in the analysis of workspace. The forth part is
dedicated to conclusion. Achieved results are presented in this part.
2. Kinetostatic Modeling
2.1. Geometrical Modeling
Cable robots classification was first conducted in 1994[15].In one of these types, the number
of cables (m) is less than or equal to the number of degrees of freedom (n).These robots are
called Incompletely Restrained Positioning Mechanism (IRPM).They also can have less than
n cables and thus the pose (position and/or orientation) of MP is not completely determined
by the lengths of the cables. Instead, these manipulators rely on the presence of gravity to
determine the resulting pose of MP and they are exceptionally well suited for manipulation of
heavy payloads. Because the concentration of this research is on applying these robots for
heavy loads handling, the IRPM robot is chosen and regarding to tendency to creating sixdegree of freedom on motion, we consider six cable model[16]. Structure is considered in
accordance to Figure 1.Basic points C1,...,C6 all locate in the same plane with Z coordinate.
These points locate in the same radial distance from XYZ coordinate system that locates in
the center of BP. MP also has a set of connection points D1, ... , D6 that locates in the same

radial distance from OM the center of mass of the MP. rbase is the radial distance from OF the
coordinate system origin of XYZ frame. We can define the position vectors of connection
points in moving platform relative to OM the coordinate system origin. rend is the radial
distance from the coordinate system origin of XYZ base. γ is the angle between BP
connection points meaning (C1,C2),(C3,C4),(C5,C6) and MP connection points meaning(D1,D6),
(D2,D3), (D4,D5) [16]. Structures for γ=0° and γ=45° are equilateral triangles and symmetric
hexagons respectively, similar to Stewart platform 6-6 shown in Figure 2.
2.2. Kinematics equations
Position vector from Ci to Di or cable length vector shown in Figure 3, can be written relative
to basic coordinates frame:

r r
r r
li = r + [R ]M d i − ci

i = 1,..., 6

(1)

where:
ci : Position vector of point Ci as Ci(XCi ,YCi , ZCi ) )
di : Position vector of point Di as Di(xDi ,YDi , ZDi ))
r: Position vector of point OM center of moving platform (X,Y and Z components in fixed
frame)
li : Distance between Ci and Di (ith cable length)
If R shows rotation matrix of the moving platform with respect to base platform with rotation
anglesψ,θ,ϕ about fixed axes:
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cable length vector isdefined by :

r
l = [ l1 l 2 . . l m ]

the length of cables is:
r 2 rT r
2
li = li = li li
the posture (position and orientation) vector of MP is as follow:
u=[x y z ψ θ ϕ]T

(4)

(5)

(6)

2.3. Kinetics equations
Considering focused usage of these robots on handling heavy loads, robot speed considered
minor and its motion assumed as pseudostatic motion. In this state, survey and kinetic

modeling will be converted to static modeling. Cable robots move using servo motors that
control in cable tensions. Because all cables are connected to MB, forces in end MB are
directly related to tension quantity and direction. For finding forces at MB by tension mean,
virtual task principle is applied. Cable suspended robot moves by servomotor that controls
tension in cables. Since the cables are joined to MB, forces in MB are directly in relation to
tension magnitudes and their directions. In order to find forces in MB using tension
magnitude, the virtual work principle is applied. Suppose fext=[fx fy fz mx my mz]T
displays output wrench vector in MB and s=[s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6] displays applied-byservomotors tensions vector, in cables. In this condition, if δu=[δx δy δz δψ δθ δϕ]
displays virtual displacements vector in MB produced by fext, and δq=[δq1 δq2 δq3 δq4
δq5 δq6] displays virtual displacements vector in cables produced by s, according to virtual
work principle for MP:
(7)
δW = s T δ q − f extT δ u = 0
T
The reason for the negative sign for the f extδu term is due to the definition of fext is the
forces vector and external torques for MP. Positive sign in front of the term sTδq is due to
similarity in direction tension and displacement of the cables.
Jacobian matrix is the matrix which transports the velocity of MP to the velocity of cables:
∂q
J ij = i
(8)
∂uj
then

δq = Jδu

(9)

substituting (9) in (7):
T
(s T J − f ext
)δu = 0

(10)

and
T
s T J − f ext
=0

( 11)

finally after simplicity:
J T s = f ext

( 12 )

The matrix JT is posture-dependent matrix:
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The matrix is called structure matrix and its dimension is n×m.

( 13)

3. Modeling based on workspace
In order to simulate the robot on the basis of workspace, we should first define workspace
according to its categorizations.
3.1. Types of workspace
The workspace of a robotic system is defined as the volume that the reference point of MP
can reach. In cable suspended robots, the kinds of workspace are defined. Reachable
Workspace Volume (RWV) is defined as the volume that can be reached by the referen
ce point regardless of the MP orientation. The Statically Reachable Workspace Volume
(SRWV) is the volume that MP must be in equilibrium because of the fact that cables
cannot sustain compressive forces and all cable tensions must be non-negative to
equilibrate the MP for an applied force. Constant Orientation Workspace Volume (COWV)
can be determined as set of locations of reference point OM that can be reached
with some orientations within a set of defined ranges on the orientation parameters.
Total Orientation Workspace Volume (TOWV) is the same as the COWV but point OM
can be reached with all orientations. Wrench feasible Workspace Volume (WFWV) is the
volume that considering effects of external factors caused by applied external forces and
torques to MP, all cables are in tension for static equilibrium of MP.
3.2. Simulation Algorithm
Considering kinetostatic modeling and the kinds of workspace, the programs have been
written using Matlab which analyze SCWV. The external applied wrench is the weight of load
that is lifted by robot. By selecting the search space as a cube with BP dimensions and the
range of cable length, the tension of cable is calculated:

⎧
s = J −T f ext
⎪⎪
s ∈ [ smin , smax ]
⎨under
⎪
si ≥ 0 ∴ i = 1,...,6
⎪⎩

and

lmin ≤ li ≤ lmax

(14)

Solving Eq. (14 )is depended to full ranking of structure matrix. Cables length limitation will
be specified based on workspace volume. Minimum tension of cables is determined for
preventing from cables slack and their maximum is determined by the actuators tensional
forces. While selecting a point in workspace volume, equations and constraint are satisfied,
the point is considered as the one in workspace, otherwise that point doesn’t belong to
workspace. Then the next point will be checked and the operation will be repeated till last
point of research workspace. Number of all obtained points by this system, is called
workspace volume. Simulation algorithm is shown in Figure 4.
The assumptions used in this research are:
• searching volume -8≤X≤8 , -8≤Y≤8 , 0≤Z≤10 m
• The size of searching step in direction of the three axes ∆X=∆Y=∆Z=0.4m
• The minimum of cables length lmin=0 and the maximum cables length lmax=15m
• The minimum cables tension is smin=5 kN and the maximum of cables tension is
smax=55 kN
• The geometric configuration of platforms is γ =0°, 15°, 30° and 45°.
• External applied wrench fext=[0 0 100 0 0 0]T kN

Now by using the shown algorithm in figure 4 and considered assumptions, simulation will be
done for kinds of defined workspace
3.2.1. SRWV
We obtain SRWV for two different geometric configuration γ =0 and γ =45 and
for all of the MP orientation. Figures 5 and 6 show SRWV as form of a complete volume of
three dimensional mesh with a triangular base and regular hexagon in which for γ=0 and γ=45,
these are 8217 and 9389 points, respectively.
3.2.2. COWV
MP rotation is constant here. Among numerous constant MP rotation angles, zero degree
angles are selected and workspace are calculated and drawn. Figures 7 to 10 in sequence show
SCWV for four different geometrical configuration of γ=45°, γ=30°, γ=15°and γ=0. Number of
resulted points for these four configuration in sequence are 375 points for γ=45° , 1375 points
for γ=30° , 2500 points for γ=15° and 3675 points for γ=0°. Workspace volume decrease
apparently toward SRWV. Figure 11 show the effect of geometrical shape on COWV. It is
observed that when platform geometrical shape changes from regular hexagonal to triangular
configuration, the workspace volume increases. Figure 12 shows the effects of BP size and
geometrical configuration on COWV. It is perceived that when the geometrical shape of
platform changes to triangular configuration and size of BP become larger simultaneously,
workspace volume will be increased.
3.2.3. TOWV
Considering large number of MP rotating angles, these kinds of workspace will be obtained
hardly. We select two configuration of γ=0 and γ=45 for MP rotation angles in the range 30° ≤
ψ≤ 30°, -10° ≤θ≤ 10°, -5°≤ ϕ≤ 5°and the search is calculated among the volume of 4000
points. Figures 13 and 14 show TOWV with 561 and 12 points for geometrical configuration
of γ=0 and γ=45, respectively.
Figure 15 illustrates the changing size of different workspaces as SRW, COWV and TOWV
for different configurations of BP and MP. Obviously the size of workspace for TOWV will
be decreased, and configuration γ=0 has a larger size of workspace than configuration of γ=45.
3.2.4. WFWV
Applied External wrench to MP is column vector with six components (three forces and three
torques around three axes with coordinate center on mass center of MP). In the previous
section, the only considered applied force to MP in line with z axis. But here, we are studying
the effects of changes in applied forces and torques to MP in workspace. As mentioned before,
this type of workspace is called wrench feasible workspace volume (WFWV).
fext= [fx

fy

fz mx

my mz]T

(15)

Figures 15 to 22 illustrate applied external wrench changes and γ in WFW for MP constant
rotation and ψ=0°,θ=0°and rend/rbase=1 . In all forms, four curves from top to bottom that are in
sequence include γ=0, 15,30and 45. Assuming fx =100 KN Figures 16 and 17 show effects of
change in fy , fz And γ in WFW for rbase=6m and rbase=12m in sequence. For fz =100 KN
Figures 18 and 19 show effects of change in fx , fy and γ In WFW for rbase=6m and rbase=12m
in sequence. Assuming mx = 100 KNm Figures 20 and 21 illustrate change effects of my , mz
and γ in WFW for rbase=6m and rbase=12m in sequence. For mz =100 kNm Figures 22
and 23 illustrate effects of change in mx , my and γ In WFW for rbase=6m and rbase=12m in
sequence. Because of platform symmetry only one of fx and fy changes were studied.

4. Conclusion
For handling heavy loads in large workspace a spatial cable robot with six degree of freedom
and six cables could be used as IRPM. RWV is larger than the other workspaces, but it is not
useable workspace in handling heavy loads. SRWV under vertical force of weight and for the
whole orientation of triangular configuration is less than hexagon configuration. The
geometric shape of platforms affects on COWV as it increases when BP enhances and γ
reduces. TOWV in compare to COWV reduces significantly. When size of BP grows up,
SCWV increase and it will hold true for all orientation. That means with making BP larger,
SCWV enhances. Reducing the lateral forces fx and fy, elimination the applied torques and
increasing the vertical force fz and size of BP will lead to the increasing of WFWV.
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Nomenclature
Ci
ci
Di
di
fext
fx,fy,fz
i
J
JT
li
lmin
lmax
mx, my,mz
OF
OM
δq
r
rbase
rend
R
s
smin
smax
u
δu
x,y,z
X,Y,Z

corner points of the base platform
Position vector of point Ci
corner points of the moving platform
Position vector of point Di
vector of external forces and torques applied to the moving platform
applied forces to the moving platform in directions x,y and z axes respectively
cable number
Inverse Jacobian
structure matrix
distance between Ci and Di (ith cable length)
minimum length of cables
maximum length of cables
applied moments to the moving platform about three axes x, y and z respectively.
center of the fixed inertia coordinate XYZ ( surface center of base platform)
center of principal body coordinate xyz ( center of mass of moving platform)
MP velocity in the inertial coordinates
Position vector of OM
radius of points of connections of the cables to the base platform from OF
radius of points of connections of the cables to the moving platform from OM
rotation matrix of the moving platform with respect to the base platform
vector of applied tensions by servo-motors in the cables
minimum tension in the cables
maximum tension in the cables
posture of the moving platform
joint rates of the actuator
principal body coordinate of the center of mass of the moving platform
fixed inertia coordinate of the surface center of the base platform

∆X,∆Y,∆Z magnitude of search step in directions of all three axes
MP
Moving platform
BP
Base platform
IRPM
Incompletely Restrained Positioning Mechanism
RWV
Reachable Workspace Volume
SRWV
Statically Reachable Workspace Volume
SCWV
Statically Combined Workspace Volume
COWV
Combined Workspace Volume
TOWV
Total Orientation Workspace Volume
WFWV
Wrench Feasible Workspace Volume
Greek symbols
ψ
θ
ϕ
γ

angle of rotation of the moving platform about the fixed axis of X
angle of rotation of the moving platform about the fixed axis of Y
angle of rotation of the moving platform about the fixed axis of Z
angle between BP connection points and MP connection points
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ﭼﮑﻴﺪﻩ ﻓﺎرﺳﯽ
ﻣﺪﻝ ﺳﺎﺯﯼ ﻭ ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﻓﻀﺎﯼ ﮐﺎﺭﯼ ﺭﻧﭻ ﺍﻣﮑﺎﻥ ﭘﺬﻳﺮ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﮐﺎﺑﻠﯽ ﻓﻀﺎﻳﻲﺍﺭﺍﺋﻪ ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﺩ .ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﮐﺎﺑﻠﯽ ﻓﻀﺎﻳﻲ ﺷﺶ ﮐﺎﺑﻠﯽ ﻣﺸﺎﺑﻪ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ
ﻫﺎﯼ ﺍﺳﺘﻮﺍﺭﺕ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﺩ .ﺑﻪ دﻟﻴﻞ ﺣﺮﮐﺖ ﺁﻫﺴﺘﻪ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ  ،ﺣﺮﮐﺖ ﺭﺍﺷﺒﻪ اﺳﺘﺎﺗﻴﻚ ﺩﺭ ﻧﻈﺮ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﻭ ﻣﺪﻝ ﺳﺎﺯﯼ
ﻛﻴﻨﺘﻮاﺳﺘﺎﺗﻴﻚ ﺍﻧﺠﺎﻡ ﻣﯽ ﮔﺮﺩﺩ .ﺍﻧﻮﺍﻉ ﻓﻀﺎﯼ ﮐﺎﺭﯼ ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻒ ﺷﺪﻩ ﻭ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﺷﺒﻴﻪ ﺳﺎﺯﯼ ﺑﺮ ﺍﺳﺎﺱ ﻓﻀﺎ ﻫﺎﯼ ﮐﺎﺭﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﻭ ﺭﻧﭻ ﻫﺎﯼ
ﺍﻋﻤﺎﻟﯽ ) ﻧﻴﺮوﻫﺎ/ﮔﺸﺘﺎﻭﺭﻫﺎ( ﺑﻪ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﺍﺭﺍﺋﻪ ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﺩ .ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﻧﺸﺎﻧﺪﻫﻨﺪﻩ ﺁﻧﺴﺖ ﮐﻪ اﻓﺰاﻳﺶ ﺍﻧﺪﺍﺯﻩ ﺳﮑﻮﯼ ﺛﺎﺑﺖ  ،اﻓﺰاﻳﺶ ﺑﺎﺭ ﻋﻤﻮﺩﯼ ،
ﮐﺎﻫﺶ ﻧﻴﺮوﻫﺎي ﻋﺮﺿﯽ ﻭ ﺣﺬﻑ ﮔﺸﺘﺎﻭﺭﻫﺎﯼ ﺍﻋﻤﺎﻟﯽ ﺑﻪ ﺳﮑﻮﯼ ﻣﺘﺤﺮﮎ ﺳﺒﺐ اﻓﺰاﻳﺶ ﺣﺠﻢ ﻓﻀﺎﯼ ﮐﺎﺭﯼ ﺑﻪ ﻣﻨﻈﻮﺭ ﺣﻤﻞ ﺑﺎﺭ
ﺳﻨﮕﻴﻦ ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﺩ

